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Caesar III is a city building game released on September 30, 1998 for Microsoft Windows and Mac OS developed by
Impressions Games and published by Sierra. It is also part of the Temple Run series of games and The Age of Empires saga.
The name of the game - Caesar III - was chosen due to the fact that the game is dedicated to the reign of Caesar III. Based on
the Roman era of the empire, the game spans from the late Republic to the 4th century, fighting against thousands of unique

units and structures. The game also contains 8 game modes. The game includes online resources providing detailed maps.
Historic buildings in the Roman colony of Heliopolis force players to switch from map to map for further progress. The battles
in the game also include battles involving the Roman legions, the capture of cities, the siege of castles, the capture of bridges
and other operations. One of the features of the game is that in it the player can play for three parties: Agents, Transnational

corporations and Sellers. The predecessor of Rome III was "The Age Of Empires: Roman Empire III" by Import Games. It went
on sale in September 1998. At the same time, the game was released on arcade machines. The developer of the game is

Impression Games. The game is distributed under the macintosh license. Since the release of Rome III, several expansion packs
have been released. Various data such as city area and population have been added to improve performance and improve
graphics, and the behavior of buildings has been changed. Hundreds of small changes have been made to ensure realistic

building animations. Textures have been reworked and arcade textures have been smoothed out. Jason Hackett was the lead
designer and artist at Import Studios, where Atlus Games' Jonathan Tokin worked. Browser support in the game was created on

the basis of an engine developed by Autodesk and named Google. Several other features and details have also been added,
including dialog boxes, building construction history, enhanced inventory options, and search. There was an unofficial

alternative to the game that only supported browser mode. Players in this online version used the mouse to move around the map
and control attacking and defending units. It was purely a browser-based game type with no classic combat system.
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